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ELECTIONS START
. THIS MORNING

Student Senate election s for the
February trimester are to be held today,
tomorrow, and Wednesday, the 24th, 25th,
and 26th. This season's election will be,
to say the least, considerably different
from elections held at this institution in
the past.
The President, Vice-President, Treasurer
and Secretary are running unopposed.
Anthony G . Wiszowaty is the undisputed
candidate for the Presidential office, with
Tina Kaszyk as his Vice-Presidential runningmate. Sam Gallucci was, as of press
time, unopposed in the office of Treasurer,
alt hough another candidate, Lucy Constant, had announced intentions to contest
the office. Her candidacy, however, had
not been included on the official ballot
because she had not, at press time, fulfilled
the requirements requested by the Board
of Elections. Eileen Ebrom, incumbent
Secretary to the Senate, is running for her
:second term, also unopposed.
Twenty-four candidates are competing
for the thirteen seats available in the Senate
'itself. Thirteen of the candidates are· affi liated with the Progress Party , while the
remaini ng eleven are listed as independents.
For the first time at this campus, voting
machines will be utilized for an election.
The polling place will be located in the
lobby between the cafeteria a nd the
auditorium, and will be open from 10 a.m.
until 7 p.m. on the three days. Election
results will be announced this Thursday.
The major innovation in this election
is the implimentation of a "NO" vote. The
NO vote was inserted into the ballot
because o( a growing concern that the
Senate is not truly representative of the
students. The purpose of the no-vote is,
essentially, to give to those disenfranchised
students a vehicle by which to express their
cor.cern.
Voting no will require, on behalf of the
voter, an oral declaration before entering
the machine. The poll watcher will then
program the machine to receive a no vote,
which will register on a seperate counter.

Corey's
Corn.e r

A,JJ,C , or D don't fit your tastes, then vote
E - None of the above.
Mechanically, however, the NO vote is
not, nor was it intended to be, a vote in
favor of dissolution or abolishment of the
The word "education" is meaningless.
Senate. It is merely an indicator of the It has reached a level of abstraction shared
disenchantmen: with the Senate's policies, with such concepts as. honesty, democracy,
and , in particular, the slate of candidates and love.
offered in this election.
S . D.S ., for example, along with
The S enators and officers will be thousands of demonstrating students
selected from the Yes vote only, so that throughout the world, demand reforms in
the NO vote will remain a sampling of their "education." And th en millions of
public attitudes.
other students react, claiming that the
demonstrators are disrupting their "education." And a woman at a Northwest side
community meeting, horrified at the
thought of busing black children to allwhite schools, sa id , " Schools ar.e for
'education,' not integration." What, theyi,
is education?

IC PASSES
SIX POINTS

On February 13th, the .Instructional
Council passed a policy on Advanced Placement. The report is as follows:
I . That the Instructional Counci l establish, as official College policy, effective immediately, the awarding of college credit
and placement to students enrolling at
Northeastern lllinois State College.
2. That credit be granted students entering as new college freshmen who have participated in the Advanced Placement Program in recognized high schools, and who
have attained a grade of 4 or 5 on the Advanced Placement Examination; and that
indiv idual departments exercise the prerogati ve to determine what should be done
in regard to examination scores of 3 or less.
3. That the principle be approved that departments be encouraged to develop examination programs for placement and credit
in those subject matter areas not covered by
national testing progra ms. In addition, departments should be further encouraged to
create and develop examination programs to
afford opportuni ties to the academically superior students to place out and be given
credit for advanced courses.
4. That the Instructional Council ask each
department to review these recommendaNO voters will be unable to cast votes tions with a view toward presenting their
for any candidates, since, upon declaring views on their early implementation.
5. That this policy on Advanced Placeno before entering the booth, all candidate
levers are locked. However, the five-ques- ment and departmental examinations be intion referendum ballot will be open to all cluded in the College Bulletin.
6. Finally, that the. Council accept these
voters.
Those who, upon entering the voting recommendations in principle so that those
machine, select to vote yes , will be able students who have already submitted Adto vote for any thirteen of the twenty-four vanced Placement examinations may be proSenate candidates, as well a~ the four of- cessed as well as to facilitate the processing
ficers. The NO vote lever, however, will of entering students in 1969.
The instructional council passed the recinstead be locked in place.
By programming the machines in this ommendation which now goes to the Faculmanner, there can be no doubt that voters ty Senate for approval. . When enacted,
are given the choice of voting for can- those stude nts who have had Advanced
didates, or voting NO. NO voters will be Placement in high school should inquire
able to vote for any number, up to thir- on their status with the respective departteen, of candidates. The NO vote may ments.
best · be compared to the fifth choice on
If you have any questions, contact Susan
multiple-choice IBM exams. If answers Gaspar in the Student Senate Office, E208 .

people, Make them " learn,' or instill
"knowledge" in others. There are no required courses or electives in learning, as
everything is a part of it.
A Black History course is not the first
step toward a "relevant" or "meaningful"
education . Black history exists. ArJd it
always will , regardless of any courses that
may be offered.
And the millions of students who resent
the "disruptions to their education." Just
what the hell do they mean? That it wou ld
take them an extra four months to get their
Degrees so they could teach? That it would
delay marriage for a while? That a job
would be a littl e farther away?
Learning is not hindered when classroom .
Besides having different meanings for
doors
are shut. And learni ng isn't disrupted
different groups of people, the word
"education" means nothing to an in- when classes are di srupted . Learning often
,
dividual because of its impersonality. A begins then.
There really are no teachers . At the best ,
more subjective Word, "learning," brings
the concept closer to each person. "I am there are learners standing up in front of
learning.". --- "I am educated ." We are all classrooms, helping others to learn. But
learners, until we set goals and time limits things are not the best. And school s and
colleges are clogged by dull, turned-off,
for "education ."
Colleges structure their versio n of "educated" people, who think they can
"education, " but learning has no structure. actually "teach" people.
Colleges award degrees, but there is no
What, then , is "education?" You tel l me.
degree in learning. Nobody can "educate"
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Larry Zgoda and Joe Troiani

It's All in the Mind
"Let me take you down cuz I'm going
to--Strawberry fields" and on a Magical
Mystery tour.
Made by the Beatles, whose four minds
are but one, "Magical Mystery Tour" is
a film of an ordinary tour type bus· ride
through England. The tour takes you
farther, into the capacity for fantasy , or
closer yet to the clear li_ghts reality expressed by George in "W'ithin you ,
Without you "--and in the film with " Blue
Jay Way ."
The bus travels along the English countryside when wizards copped and moon
ground concocting Beatles, mapping out
galazies and paths for minds to travel.
Spell s are cast to break the ones cast,
on the minds of the like as Aunt Jessie
who is a gross lady, the aunt to Ringo
nags him to distraction when abstraction-or fantasy begins to transform the entire
"tour". The minds of the passengers, in- ·
spired and aided by the magical wizards,
dance off into experiences as one wou ld
find when one allows the all-possible to be
. ENGLISH DEPT. TALKS CHANGE

.CHM ORGANIZES
A plea has gone out to aH History Ma- members of the department. This board
jors. It is a call · for student involvement. would act as the major liason between the
A group of History Majors believe that students and department. The CHM
they and all students should have a voice believes this board could be used .to imin History Departmental decisions that pliment the suggestions they have put forth
in a petition for all History Majors.
directly concern them.
These demands centered in three areas:
The group of students call themselves
the " Concerned History Majors" (CHM).
I. Student and teacher involvement m
They made their plea before the History the affairs of History Students . .
Club (Tuesday, February 25th). They
2. Curriculum changes.
need and want people , people who will
3. Place-out and advance-placement
_____
work and become involved in the opera- implementation
Dan Kahn elaborated on each of these,
tions of the Hi story Department. If you
are a History Major and want a say in explaining that 40% of the History Majors
.c.urriculum or any other relevant matters, have already signed the petition and they
then attend the next meeting of the History will get more.
"We want a direct voice. . .an equal
Club, tomorrow, Feb. 25th.
At the last meeting of the History Club, voice". This their goal, and to accomplish
Dan Kahn, spokesman for CHM, outlined this they need support and most of all they
his hopes for the History Department. One need you, the History Majors.
The History Club meets in E- 108 at
of bis major ideas was the idea of a joint
board consisting of History Majors and 1:00, Tuesday, February 25th.
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known. Ringo falls off into a dream that he ·s
leading the bus--passing through a tent to
meet a German officer, played by Victor
Spinetti (remember " Help" and "A Hard
Day 's Night--the mad scientist and direc-.
tor respectively. Anyway, if you are able to
watch the scene you will be able to see
Aunt Jessie's dream of food. Mountains
of food are being shove led onto her plate
by devilish J ohn . (You are what you eat.)
Besides the people experiencing newness
and . happiness--or mystery you can entei;
the tour afso (if you wish).
. George will take you with an eastern
philosophy "a fog upon L.A. ", " Please
don't be long", "What, don't bel ong? Go
down to Strawberry fields, nothing is real."
And nothing to get hung about since
heaven is in your mind, and it's that you
just don't know. John talking to kind no
one I think is in my tree. Aunt Jessie is
in love with Paulie's uncle as " the fool
on the hill sees the sun going down and
the eyes in his head, sees the world spinning 'round ."
Your mother should know who is the
walrus, cuz we are the eggmen. GOO GOO
GAJOOB .

COMMITTEE !'EEDS HELP

The student Activities Committee,
The English Department C urri c ulum
Committee is discussing changes in cur- charged with maintaining records of all
riculum. Any student, literature major or campus clubs, as well as handling the
otherwise, interested in attending the next chartering of those clubs, is seeking help
from interested students. Applications are
meeting, is welcome.
The meeting will be held Feb. 28 at I :00 being accepted by Mimi Pinsker in the
Senate office.
p.m. in room DI 13.

THE-FLIP ·SID·E
3314 W, FOSTER AVENUE I ·· CHIC·AGO, ILLINOIS 60625
PHONE: 418-1490
STEREO L,P,'S - $3,19
I-TRACK TAPES- $5,50
TOP 41 45'S - $ ,&9

HOURS:
DAILYl0 - 6
MON, AND FRI,

11- 9

WEEKLY SPECIAL
STEREO L,P,'S BY
POPULAR ARTISTS
ONLY $2,48

THIS AD WORTH 25 CENTS ON A $2,&I PURCHASE
/
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PRINT SAYS:

We,.ve thought it overAnd we 1 re voting NOi
When a thousand Northeastern students had finished stuffing crumpled IBM cards into a cardboard box last trimester, and
after the screams of "fraud" had evaporated into the polluted air, NISC's Senate was faced with a crisis it proved incapable
of handling.
About I /6 of the student body had bothered to vote in a Student Government Election at a time of extreme political
. polarization- indeed during those weeks in which student interest and involvement was at an all-time peak.
The "Victors" spent their first few weeks trying on Power. Senate meetings continued, and within weeks, the new student
leaders were playing the game of Studen~Power. The game of Mickey Mouse Government.
From time to time, small voices from the dark would ask, "But why did only a thousand people vote? And the question
went unanswered. Senators shrugged shoulders and credited the low turnout to apathy. Students clenched fists and yelled,
"They don't represent us!"
Three thousand people seemed to be saying that, though they wanted to vote, there was no one for whom to vote.
Yet in that pathetic election, almost fifty candidates ran for · twelve seats. PRINT, at that time, refused to endorse
candidates, but editorialized that the election was of crucial importance, for the Senate was, after all, N ISC's "legitimate,
policy-making organization".
This time, twenty-four students are running for thirteen seats, permitting about one-half the choice available last time.
Worse still, the four officers are running UNOPPOSED. Over this past trimester, we have, after observing our Senate,
realized that if TH IS is Northeastern's "legitimate, policy-making organization", then we're better off without any representation whatsoever.
But this time, there's an alternative to staying away from the polls. Any stude~t who feels that the candidates offered in this
election are not representative, or quite likely incapable of solving the Senate's ills, may vote NO.
,
PRINT, after responsible deliberation over the matter, is able to see no reasonable alternative to endorsing a NO v.ote in
this election. As explained on page 2, the no vote is not, nor was it intended to be, a vote in favor of the dissolution o_f the Senate. It is, instead, much the same as Choice Eon so many of those I BM exams - None of the above. It mea·ns that the vot_~r is
not willing to play the ridiculous game of casting votes for people who will probably attend half the Senate meetings.
The alternative to voting NO is to vote, not for a full slate of candidates, but rather only for those whom you are sure will
be beneficial to the body. Some of the candidates, such as Chuck Greenberg and Maura George, have been about twice as
active as the average Senator, even though they are private students. Their contributions have been greater than some of the
Senators just finishing their one-year terms.
Gary-Dale Stockmann has been a fine Senator, and Jay P. Byron has,' as a member of the Human Caucus, proven himself
as a student leader. John Cargill is a valuable incumbent trying for reelection.
We reccommend highly these five individuals as Senators, and we are sure that at least four or five more are competent
enough for the job. But the others? Well, they have done little, if anything, to substantially prove their concern or abilities.
But, whether you vote for three or thirteen, thirteen Senators will be crowned on Thursday.
We happen to believe that Tony Wiszowaty is as good a man as any to become President. He has, we believe,most of the
necessary _qualities for the job. But, if you don't like him, that's tough:... there's no choice. He'll become our next President,
but will- it be because we all wanted him? We'll never know. The same holds true for all the other officers.
The important thing is this: that there is no longer any excuse for not voting.· Five out of six students were accused of being
apathetic last time. We believe those who say that they refused to vote for something in which they had no faith.
If you have confidence in some of the candidates, by all means vote for them. If you have doubts : refuse to1vote for candidates, BUT LET YOUR PROTEST VOTE COUNT!
In a sense, this election is more crucial than the last. It is no longer important in the sense that those we elect this time
may be able to breathe life into a dead body, but rather that, this time,_we as students,. through the most fair and legitimate
means known to our country-the vote- must show the Powers that Be that we don't want them to continue to exist.
A staff writer for N ISC's semi-underground newspaper, Wall Poster, researching back copies of the oid Interim and other
sources, drew the conclusion that, during 1966, about the only solid Senate project was the promotion of a Faculty Wives
Cookbook. Things haven't changed much. The problem is deeper than inefficient personnel. The problem is that, our Student
Senate, staffed with twenty-five Thomas Jeffersons, but laboring under its present outrageous Constitution, would, at best, be
a petty, frustrated bureaucracy.
·
.
Senate needs to be completely restructured from within. An election can't help. Hqwever, i_t CAN -be an indicator of
student disgust with the institution. Thinking students will, on -February 24, 25, and 26, step to the polling place, show their
ID cards, declare "NO vote", then do so. Thinking students will regret having to do so, but they will likely be able to see no
alternative.
·
·
·

whether you agree, _or not-at least vote! ·
-il-1

•
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·SHEL-LEE
by Michele De Leonardis
and Leroy Cooper
. Apathy

By Marcia Wilson
It is obvious that the Communists and their supporters are opposed to anti-Communists. But what about the liberal who hates conservatism and everything it stands
for ; and yet wants to remain independent of the Communists?
First, he continually criticizes the conservative, but he's afraid of being identified
as a "reactionary" , which he despises. He can never bring himself to a very strong
or positive stand against Communism.
He says he is anti-Communist but can never seriously fight against them. A man can
be sentenced to death on circumstantial evidence, yet despite mountains of testimony
and proof by the FBI , numerous governmental committee reports, and local police
reports that would bring in a verdict of guilty in any court of law, they deny that
Communism is a threat to us.
These people I have described are "anti-anti-Communists". Have you noticed that
in the process of attacking anti-Communist arguments they usually end up defending
the Communists?
The ~nti-anti-Communists usua!ly try to assume the air of rising above th: melee
and ass1g? blame . f~r world . te~s10ns .~qually o~ the We~t and .t~e ~ommunists. ?r
some claim that 1t 1s . Amenca s trad1t1onal ant1-C?mmumst po~.1t1on in .world affa1.~s
that creates world tens10ns . ~etween .us and them. (Sidney Lense, The. Futile Crusade )
It would be useless repet1t1on to illustrate here that the Communists ~eclar~d war
on the world fifty years ago and have never made a truce ; and that thelf belligerent
and uncompromising ideology is the cause of world tensions.
.
Walking in ... i.n the middle of a fight_~etween two P.e?~':• which was provoked sol~ly
through the act10ns of one of the part1c1pants, and cnt1c1zing both persons .for fighting
is the same as saying to the person who was assaulted,. 'What's wrong with you?(for
fighting back) You should have stood there and let him knock your head off and
avoided the fight ."
The anti-anti-Communist has some really wild slogans like: "We should study Commun ism as a theory before passing judgement on it. " This is the reas.oning of. a man
with his feet firmly planted in the ai~ . Aft:r fifty yea~s of Communist brutality ~nd
suppres sion of human beings he is still asking, "Who 1s anyone to . call C~mmumsm
bad ?" Ju_st ~hat are the implications ot· th~t statement? Is he trying to imply that
we remain md1fferent when one man brutali~es another? ~re we to refuse to make
any moral Judgements? Are we supposed to ignore everything that a man does and
approve or disapprove of hi_m ~nly on the ba sis of w_hat h.e says?
.
.
The people who use this line are completely isolating theory from reality . Reality
is a body dangling from barbed wire between East and West Berlin. Realit y is millions
of people exterminated for the crime of owning a factory or business.
··
I suggest these the?rists come down fr?m _their i~~ry ~?wers }O where the people
live and maybe they will SEE why Communism 1s a poht1cal no-no .
Tell a C uban , a Hungarian, a Czechoslovakian , an East G erman or any one of
hundreds of thousands of refugees from the captive nations to study Communism . as
a theory before accepting or rejecting it and see what they say. Probably something
like, "Go to ....... !"
THE REAL TEST OF ANY THEORY IS PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE. We
have seen the product of Karl Marx's mind. It is brutal and ugly .
The same line of .reasoning is used -by the apologist for S.D.S. We are to ignore
that they have disrupted and vandalized one university after another ; we are to forget
the people they have physically assaulted. "After all , they have some good ideas. "
.
When the subject of Communism in their ranks comes up, at first they laugh. When
evidence is . presented that is too positive to ignore we are told we should not worry
about the Communists. But at no time is it ever admitted that the anti-Communist
is right. (The conservatives were telling the people that Castro was a Communist before
and after he came to power in Cuba. While at the same time the anti-anti-Communist
news medi a was fiercely defending Castro as 'No Communist' and the 'George Washington of C uba".
.
After Castro admitted to being a Commuunist the " anti-anti's" still refused to admit
that maybe there is something the right-wing says that may be credible.)
What does the conservative want from the anti-anti-Communist, and/ or Mr. SuperLiberal Man? . .. Half as much tolerance as they show toward the Communists.
We expect him to come down from his cloud and join us in a fight where all of our liberties
are at stake .
THERE IS NO FREEDOM TO WORK FOR THE DENIA'.L OF FREEDOM TO
OTHERS!!
Freedom to end freed0m is a contradiction in terms .
* * * * * * * *
Hey' If you're in S.D.S. you are out of it Baby. That's right. It's no longer cool to be
an " S'er" . But don't panic and run for your pacifier. Just start telling people you 're a member of the " Movement for a Democratic Society".
I guess the party leaders decided that M .D.S . sounds more sophisticated. So they
have changed their name. A few chapters across the country have already adopted the
new name . (see the latest issue of "The Guardian" or "The Rat" , if you have a strong
stomach .)
Anyway, the next time a gang of New Left revolutionaries (they are revolting, y'know)
take over you'll be ready.
The grub wearing the M .D.S. button, who won't let you into your class and throws
ammonia in your face, isn't a sttanger. He's just your friendly campus S.D.S.er.

HOUSING
DISCRIMINATIONSOME OPINIONS
By Rodn ey Martel
"' It may be said wit hout reservati on that
at the very least the effect of the way
C hi cago has implemented its neighborh ood
sc hoo l policy ha s so met imes been to
prese rve segregat ion unnecessarily or to
fai I to reduce segregati on when ' feasible. "U.S.Offi,ce of Education Analysis of
Chicago Public Schools.
"The Chicago Board of Education has
deliberately segregated the City's public ·

school system. This can be seen from an
examination of: (I) the general pattern of
use -of the Community's educational resources ; (2) gerrymandering of school attendance boundaries ; (3) legi slative lobbying by the board again st state legislation
that could force it to reduce or prevent
segregation; and (4)' maintenance' of an a pprent ices hip-t ra ini ng prog ra m th at ·e xc ludes all but a ti ny, token Negro representation .--- The Chicago Title. VI Co mplaint
to Co mmi ssioner Francis Deppe! (H.E. W.)
.

.

.

"The -fact the Mr. Frands Keppel ,
U nited States Commissioner of Educ·ation, was slapped down by
powerful
politicians all the way from the Mayor of
Chicago to the President because he tried

We are programmed to a society that is irrevelant to my mind .. We are taught n~t to
verbalize what we think unless it is complimentary to the Amencan WHlTE society.
We are taught not to fight , not to react, because no cause is that important
to become involved in. Because the United States' policies are always right, no matter
now contradictory they are: For example; we are told that the United States is fighting
in Viet' Nam because our government feels that rio one (the Communists) has the
right to overtake anothers' (the Vietnamese} food , land, and lives as the United States
did to the American Indians.
Northeastern is an organ of this SOCIETY that must produce mindless boobs to
perpetuate the insane policies of this country. If not directly perpetuate at least not
to dissent (for that is UN AMERICAN). This college produces mindless boobs by
teaching irrelevant courses th_a t have nothing to do with the students._ But the courses
keep our minds busy so that we don't have time to think of questions and speak our about
, these policies.
I ls this a democracy? Or is this merely a symbolic word; a pacifying agent for
, the citizens of the United States, just like the blanket i.s to Linus ?
.
This country is under the pretense that 1t functions under the guise of democracy ,
when it actually is a dictatorship. The people are bought off simply by pacif yi11gthem
with a meaningless vote. The privilege of viting is obscure by the various checks
against public opinion. The election of a President is not accomplished by a popular
vote, but by the elitist electoral college. Another way in which popular power is
hindered is the nomination of the presidential candidate. The delegates to the convention
are elected by the populace, but in this state (Illinois) the 'Daley machine' appoints
half the delegates and the other half are elected in a devious way. There is no identification of the delegates and nominees on the ballot ; in that way, Daley manages
to have his men on the top two spaces.
If one considers these two obvious examples of how the people are defrauded , it
is plain to see that the pretense of democracy is merel y an agent to keep the people
in the passive place. The device used to maintain popul ar passiveness is the school.
By frustrating student's attempts of critical thinking and expression the school assures
the government of another plastic generation.
Why do we fight Totalitarianism when in reality our so called 'democracy' is almost
identical? To put this on the Northeastern scale the administration is the ruling class
and the students are the pawns . The power does not come from the students up to
the administration. It goes from the administration down to the students. There is
no need to have student self-expression , because it doesn 't matter to fill the needs
of the student, rather to fill the needs of the Board of Governors and eventually
the government (our 'servants').
Reason for Apath y--to mass produce mindl ess sub-units to occupy niches in the
entity called WHIT E society.
Think, Act, Rebel, Dissent, Get Involved ...
DOES NOT COMPUTE

HOUSING A PROBLEM AT NISC
The subject turned to housing last Tuesday morning at the regular open student
assembly in Dean Pitts' office. On hand
were several NISC students, all expressing
a deep interest in the lack of housing in
this neighborhood available to students.
Both Mrs. Zimmerman and Mr. Pitts
expressed concern for the problem, since
both had assisted students in the past in
their efforts to obtain housing . "Some
apartment buildings have several empty
apartments, but they refuse to rent them
to students", explained Mrs . Zimmerman .
The college, it was learned , is unable
to purchase residential property for the use
to enforce the mandate against discrimination authorized by the Civil Rights Act
is a sad illustration of the fact that immoral local control of education can still
be stronger, when the chips are down , than
moral Federal control ought to be in any
case where the rights of children are
jeopardized."---Theodore Brameld.
The prospective teachers at
Northeastern are receiving a one-sided
racist view of the Chicago Educational
System. Supporting evidence can be found
by looking at the school's library. Relevant
educational information such as " the
Hauser Report" are made readily available
only if information such as a Professor
chooses to put copies on reserve. In contri(st. the shelves contain 26 copies of the
" Havinghurst Report", a pro-Board o f
Education analysis of the Chicago Board
of Education .
·
One can assuredly say, then, that the
students are exposed to a rather slanted
array of material, " buttering up" the true
state of the C hicag9 School System. The
great majority of white teachers never
teach ih a low-class Negro slum school and
therefore never learn the true nature of
the school system. They are never working
for " real " change because they are not
aware that ex_treme reform and innovation
are needed .

of students, because of a ruling by the
board of governors. If the college were able
to purchase property, it would be able to
rent to its students at a lower rate than
currently available in NISC's northtown
neighborhood .
It was suggested by some at the meeting
that an effort be made to assemble a great
number of interested students together, so
that sufficient monies might be raised to
purchase some property.
The difficulty for procuring housing, it
was generally agreed , is partly because of
racial prejudice on the part of a solid-white
neighborhood. More importantl y, it was
felt, there is a general discrimination
against students because they are students
- often not of age to be held responsible
legally for their action s , and usuall y
transient in nature.
The topic of housing was one of the
many discussed each Tuesday and Thursday at I 0:00 in Dean Pitts' office. All
students are welcome.

FOCO, TORCH
BID FAREWELL
Foco, the longest running column in the
PRINT, has been discontinued as of this is-

sue. The column appeared in every issue
since last March 12, a total of25 times .
Author Conrad Pitcher expressed the desire to discontinue the effort last week. During its run , Foco had been one of the most
widely quoted features in PRINT, and the
o bject of scores of lette rs.
More recently, those who disagreed with
the views of Pitcher were pleased to note the
arrival of a new column, Marcia Wilson's
Torch. It was decided , however, at the same
time, that the Torch would also be discontinued.
The decisions were results of the authors'
personal reasons, as well as the concensus
of the Editorial Board that both columns
were beginning to lose leadership.
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ANTJIONY G. WISZOW ATY

The student senate has gradually become
ineffective. The student body is being represented poorly. This deplorable condition exists because of two (2) basic reasons; Ineffective Committees and a Lack of Communication. I would like to see the senate
change, and I know that it can. Students
have a voice on Curriculum, Disci plinary
Action, Admissions Policy, Construction of
the new student union, and in may other
areas, but the students have lost this power
because the senate has not shown concern to
keep these committees effective. It has
allowed vacancies to remain open: it has
allowed the members to be slack in their attendence to these meetings. The second major failure of the senate is that it does not use
the medium of communication. It does not
inform the student body of present issues nor
does it ask the student body to respond.
These conditions can and must be changed. I
have already consulted with Tina, (my running mate), and several other students on the
problem of ineffective committees. We have
decided to check into each committee and
replace all delinquent members. We have
also decided that each committee must submit written reports to a newly constructed
publicity committee who will publish all
pertinent and important information in the
Print. I feel this will help the student body to
become informed and acquainted with the
senate work. I would also like to see the senate extend its communication further. I
would like to see it hold open forums with
the student body, faculty and administration . I think that it is necessary to keep the
student body informed. I realize that it will
require a lot of work and cooperation to reinstate the senate to its rightful position of
a truly representative body of the student
community. That is why I urge you to
choose your candidates and vote wisely. I
feel that the no-vote is a great idea. It was
designed to tell the senate to wake up and
function . But I cannot afford to waste my
vote on it because my vote will have to be
cast for people whom I feel can pull us out of
the dillemma that we are caught in .
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After elections all this I have said will
not be thrown away and forgotten. My
purpose in running for this office,
therefore, is to build ·the Senate to its
rightful position- that of a truly representative body of the students.
EILEEN EBROM
SECRETARY

Why run for Senate? Does the Senate
represent the entire student body, or does
it represent a few chosen elite? Who are
'the Senators? At present the people who
compose the Senate are a bunch of donothings. Half of them sit in the Senate
Office and occupy space, are not on a
Senate committees and contribute
absolutely nothing except maybe once in
a while they pay a visit to the Senate
Sessions. They are simply Senators in
name only, doing nothing to deserve the
position. They are merely waiting for
their terms to expire. It is very discouraging spending all week sending memos, typing up minutes and o ther material that
concerns Senate business to come to a
session that is disrupted by a bunch of
fools, who are not Senators, who come
costumed up with long gowns, blowing
bubbles, playing the piano during attendance, and blowing_ horns. There are
a few people who are concerned about
what is happening to our Senate. Presen tly,
I think that the people who are on the
many Senate Committees and doing a very
worthwhile job. Frankly, its these people
who are keeping my faith in the Senate.
If the people who are always disrupting
meetings would occasionally make a few
suggestions as to what the Senate could
do to improve itself outside of its committees, this I would view as helpful.
If the Senate is a farce, I think we
should try to improve it, not give up all
together. Sure, some of the Senators are
"dead wood" now, but their terms will expire shortly. I hope, and feel that the
Senate under Tony Wiszowaty will improve and become a representative body.
There are a few of us · who work in the
Senate. It would help if we had the support
of the school behind us. There are a lot
of students attending Northeastern . I wish
that some of the apathy would cease to
exist. The Senate would appreciate it if the
people who are always complaining would
run for Senate. Get out of the crutches
of "apathatitis" that seems to have a hold
on our school.

To some people, being involved in the
Senate for two trimesters constitutes a very
short term and practically no gain of experience. Being in that position , however,
I tend to disagree. Just two semesters in
the Senate has given me great insight as
to how the Senate is run and how it should
be run, and this is mainly what prompted
me to become a candidate for the office
of vice president. I have seen people rnnt
and rave that the Senate does nothing, yet
when positions on committees are open no
one wants to serve. I have seen Senators
ffse the office as a gathering place (and
I do not exclude myself from this group)
SAM GALLUCCI
but many of them, in their term, have not
TREASURER
served on one committee. But I have aiso
seen very many good things come out of
For those students who question where ;
the Senate. There are a lot of people involved wholeheartedly who are trying to our Stuqent Senate receives its funds , let me i
make something of the Senate-and this state clearly that each student contributes
is how I want the Senate to be. ·
$18.00 each registration towards our Stu-

dent Senate. As treasurer, I feel that this
mone y which totals as much as $11,500 for 2
trimesters, must be used to the complete advantage of the entire Student Body at all
times. In the past, the money the Senate has
appropriated towards different student services have not functioned properly for the
benefit of all.
I truly believe that our Senate Treasury
Dept. must be completely reorganized and
studied thoroughly, so that our student fees
are not wasted on nonessentials.
I believe that 3 certain areas must be improved upon:

tolerated) .
2) Complete written reports, monthly to
the Student Body for the students approval
or disapproval.
I am hoping that the treasury expenditures are. completely reported and
open to criticzism at all times.
3) An internal overhaul of treasury files
for as it stands at the moment, the files and
records are scattered and unorganized. lfwe
are to be spending money, accurate records
must be kept in order.
In conclusion, I feel that the student body
is spending a huge amount of money towards
the fun•ction of our Senate. Fees and allocaI) Complete reevaluation of funds allo- tions must be directed in such a way that it
cated to clubs on campus (certai n clubs have benefits the entire student body and not a
taken advantage of fees and this cannot be _ select few.
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The Candidates $peak
BILL BARTNICK
Since I've been at Northeastern- the only
real news I've heard about the Senate has
been the exciting exploits of its President.
The Senate is supposed to be the voice of the
6,000 students who attend this school. It
must keep the student community informed
as to what, if anything, it is doing. The Senate needs the power not only to hear griev- ances but to take swift action on tliem.
It's easy for anyone to criticize the Senate
because it is failing to be active in student
affairs. I am running for Senate in order to
help try and change it. I don't want to be an
onlooker who criticizes when I can be doing
something to help.

DON BAUMGARTNER
I would .like your help in making Northeastern the best college in the Midwest. I
believe this goal can be reached by strong
student Senate and student support. I believe
I have the good reason, sense, and ideas to be
the best representative in the State.
I would be wrong in asking you to vote
for me without telling you what I think
needs to be done. First, most students I
have talked to have voiced their disapproval in the system of required courses. I
would be in favor of t_he Administration
asking you to have so many hours in a
specific field and letting you decide what
courses you would take. Second, most
students and teachers agree that the present grading system is useless . I would prefer a system of pass-fail grades in your
required courses, and in your major. Third, I
have found that this school is impossible to
study in, either the library or carrels. It is a
fact that some rooms are not being used during the day. I would like to see a list of
these rooms and the hours they are free
for students to study in.

HENRYBOFMAN
was not available for comment

JAYP.BYRON
What do the students want? That is what a
student senator must know before he can do
anything and that is my platform. I am not
going to make promises or give guarantees. ·
This is what most candidates do, and that's
about all they do. In order to find out what
the students want, I intend to be the first
senator to have regular office hours, so that
groups and individuals and I can discuss
needs and wants. I am going to urge other
senators to do the same. I am going to set up
a fast effective communicative system between the student senate and student body. I
intend to have senate meetings minutes
published weekly.
The Student Senate must earn the respect
and the support of the student body, faculty
and administration. The administration and
faculty must be made to realize that the student senate is the voice of the student body
and must meet student and senate demands.
The senate has a lot of cleaning up to do and
must start by getting rid of the non-working,
apathefic and power hungry senators. The
student senate is only as good as the students
who are in office. The demise of the senate is
eminent if the senate does not change. A vote
for me is a vote for change; I want what you
want and I will work with you to get it.

JOHN C. CARGILL
As I see it there are only two real difficulties with the Senate. These are the
reasons why it is immobile and impotent . .
Puppetry--Those who go to committee,
meetings and say yes Mrs. or yes Dean, or
yes. Dr., Particianship. Here the puppets
are organized and controlled for the selfish
reasons or petty prejudices of their organizers. By these I am not talking about SOS.
They are loud but ineffectual and divided.
I am talking about the party trying to dominate this lecture. I ask you only, vote for
sense, experience and an independent or
else vote NO.

DARYL CONNETT
One of the questions I have been asked
thus far in my campaign is whether I am
in favor of "student power." Of course
may answer is yes, because extolling the
merits of "administration power" would attract few votes. However, I do not plan
to fit my campaign into the usual "if
elected, I promise to ... " mold . I am a
typical , ordinary NISC student, sharing the
same problems, concerns, and frustrations
as thousands of you . Some of the main
issues·, ·as I see the, are:
I) !larking. Almost no progress has been
made since I came to ITC more than three
years ago, at which time the lot was
already overcrowded.
2) Public Transportation. I am also well
acquainted with the mess, or should I say
mass, that developes regularly at certain
times of the hour at Kimball an9 Bryn
Mawr, and at the · Ravenswood station. I
think that something ~ust be done to improve access to the school, and I would
like to know what action has been taken
on the basis of the survey taken in the
last registration.
3) Final Exams. To me, few things are
so frustrating as working hard in a course
all trimester, and then to have a two-hour
exam scheduled in the auditorium, at
which time thirty minutes or more are
taken to distribute exams , lapboards,
sponges, styluses, and answer cards, all in
an atmosphere of general chaos. · Some
changes must be made in the school's final
exam policy.
4) Trimesters. I think that every effort .
should be made to keep NISC on a
trimester schedule, but only so long as this
is what the student body wants, because
it must be our decision to make.
5) Registration. What can I say about
this? Some improvement has been made,
as witnessed by those of us who remember
the January 1967 registration and the
resulting 7 a.m. and 10 p.m. clases. But
it is stin not being done the right way.
I propose a plan whereby each student
would receive a form, u'p on ·which he
would indicate five courses he wants to
take, plus two alternates. Then , the
number of sections of a course to be offered could be based upon student demand,
rather than having too many students for
too few sections. But, this trimester, if you
are a typical NISC student, you probably
have at least one six-hour break between
classes, so I would appreciate it if you
would take five minutes to vote in the Student Senate El!!Ction.
6) Tuition Increase. I feel that this was
wrong. It has leaped from about $80 to
$114, which is an increase of more than
40 per cent! The students had no voice
in he decision, and so far as I know, not
even a public hearing, which we could attend, was held. What I, and every NISC
student should demand to know is what
benefits will be directly forthcoming to us
as a resuh of these increased funds?
In conclusion, I would like to say that
I want to serve you, and would make every
possible effort to attend all Senate meeting.
I would owe my allegiance, and the
responsibility for my vote to nobody except the student body which elected me.
I believe that change and progress can be
brought about without destruction, and
through the use of sensibility and stability
in the "proper channels" of the Student
Senate, I would like to try it.
At this time I would like to thank the
fine "Print" for allowing me this opportunity to express my point of view. My
thanks to you also for reading it, and I
invite any student having further questions
to stop me in the hall so that we can
discuss them.

GREGSROKA

TOM SCHWAB

GARY-DALE STOCK.MANN

SUSAN TAYLOR

JOSEPH TROIANI

BOB WRIGHT

• I

MAURA GEORGE
Why should I vote? No one represents
me! They may represent the sororities,
fraternities, or other factions on campus,
but not the student body as a whole·. The .
Senate is just an elite group that achieved
its status, not by MERIT, but by PULL.
(Continued on Page 8)

LARRY ZGODA
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(Continued from page 7·) ·
If this can't change in the immediate
future, then I believe that the Senate
should be dissolved!
·
,
I want · this seat in order to function effectively for each individual person that
has any ideas or views which are similar
to mine .
To say that I will represent every single
student is about as ridiculous as saying
that, given a short time, the Senate will
have abolished all imperfections, and will
function as a unified stµdent government.
I am running as an independent student
who desires constant contact with as many
students as possible. -If I ·am elected, I am
planning to have some type of mailbox in
the Student Senate office where it would
be possible to get in touch with me.

RICHGIARDINA
Student involvement is extremely impor- ·
tant on campus today. I wish to help make
the Student Senate into a really functional
oody at Northeastern thus much furthering
Student Involvement at our school.
I

CHARLES GREENBERG

WILLIAM MAKI

_

The office of senator and the Northeastern Senate as a whole has been developing an increasingly dim view in the eyes of
the student body. Our student legislature
seems to be a complete ridicule to any constructive purposes other than an opportunity for various members to hear each other ·
vocalize. So a new dilemma faces the student
body, whether after a year of Senate activities (a year which has lowered the institution's image instead of improved it), it
should give up on the Senate or give it a new
chance under new guidance and leadership.
It is my opinion the way to have an effec- ·
tive student representative body is by my
doing something about it. I view the present
Senate as a very useful structure; an available form by which a student representation
on campus can be effectively achieved . This
is the basis of my candidacy--a feeling that
through the senate I can make a constructive
contribution and create an effective organization which will give the student a new example to look upon .
My recent appointments to the Senate and
the Student Affairs Council lend further evi/Jence to my ability. I have always beeri interested and concerned about the student's role
on this campus and concerned with the action he takes to _be heard, it is JTIY view that
the peaceful means of achieving a voice are
the best for all concerned.
It ·is. my sincere opinion that under new
leadership and membership the Senate will
now evolve into a constructive organization. I want to be part of the new Senate
and
sincerely
desire
your
vote.

in 'the cafeteria, library, halls, and parking
lot.
The senate should pass an amendment
to the constitution requiting that the
senators · attend the student senate
me~tings.
By working for these and other ideals our
Student Senate can be uplifted to the level
of quality it can and should possess.
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twofold; I) to·personally question, students
on their complaints, ideas and suggestions
concerning the school; and 2) to do my
utmost to see that these ideas are not merely talked about in Senate sessions and then
forgotten. What I lack in practical experience, I hope to make up in persistence
and stick-to-it-iveness, which are vital in
accomplishing almost anything.

LARRY ROSENTHAL
was not ·available for comment

· CHERYLSCHOOP
I think that the major problem facing the
Student Senate is the lack of communication
with the student body. So my major goal
would be to improve these commu-nications.
I propose to do this in several ways:
I. Post of minutes at all available places
around the school
' 2. Placement of minutes in all club mailboxes
3. Send Senators to club meetings to
make monthly reports on what is going
on in the Senate.
4. Put suggestion boxes in the cafeterias
and lounges
5. Meeting held in the auditorium, publicized -in advance, where at least once a
month members of the administration and
faculty would attend .
I would also like to effect curriculum
changes when necessary and end "brownie
points" in the Senate.
I feel I am capable and qualified to run for
the Senate because I care about what happens to the students and feel I can s~rve them
well.

My qualifications for running for Stu;ent Senate are the following :
I . I am the senior student member of
the Buildings and Grounds Committee.
2. I have been the chairman of the Commuter Commons Committee since its inception.
I have worked with both faculty and
administration in an attempt to develop
better communications betwe-en all groups
on campus.
I make no rash promises to the student
body. I pledge only that I will be _open
TOM SCHWAB
to any responsible suggestion made by any
LEWIS MICHAELS
student on campus and will work for a
Currently I am a second semester Junior
My main objective in running for the Senmore powerful -student government, that ate is, quite naturally, to contribute some- majoring in Political Science and History.
governs with the students in mind.
thing. Primarily, I would like to see the Sen- This present trimester I was appointed a
ate become a vital, functioning body reflec- student senator and I became very much
GARY KLUG
ting the students it was designed to repre- involved in our student government acMy primary interest in· running for the sent. It should be more active in achieving its tivities.
student senate is to represent the majority of ends and not bogged down with pragmatics
the students here at N.I.S.C. I feel that this ard other less diplomatic capers which are
I also would like to continue represenhas been a major deficiency in the senate. so often present at a Senate meeting.
ting the students and . various clubs and
organizations on campus. There is unMy acknowledgement of the apathy at this
However, i! is common knowledge that doubtedly a great need for more student
school, in regards to senate affairs, has trigsubstantial change is never constructively involvement in the Senate to make it funcgered my interest in running as a senator.
wrought in haste and any improvements, tion as a true voice of the student body.
I would like to see a more meaningful however slight, will be steps forward. TheTe .
relationship between the faculty and the stu- are several directions in which the Senate
dent body, instead of a further promotion of may expand at present and should do so. It
GREGSROKA
I am a second trimester Junior and am in
separation. I feel that we can and must work must return from its chaotic state and distogether for goals which will service us both. play leadership, for without leadership, no the Northeastern Illinois State Concert
organization can command responsibility. Band and the Secretary of Alpha Chi EpsiI consider myself a moderate . I feel un- As an aside, I can say that leadership is not lon.
comfortable with any extreme, whether it be measured in units, and as a result, a modiI'm interested in the betterment of
far right or left. I sincerely believe that mod- com of diplomacy should pre-fail over meet- NISC for the students. I wish to help make
NISC a smooth working institution and
eracy is the key to reason .
ings.
hoge to conquer over present problems in
In conclusion, I would like to reiterate · this school.
I'm particularly interested in one propos- ·
al now in the faculty senate for placement that the Senate was designed as a representative body. As any such body, it can only mirexams for freshmen.
ror the ideas that are known to it. In short,
GARY-DALE STOCKMANN
I have been involved with the actions and
make your ideas known.
DONALD LISZEWSKI
inactions of the Student Senate for about
There once was a man who told his
two years now. I've set:n senators come and
ga,·dener to plant a certain type of tree in
go, without accomplishing anything. I've
JAMES PERRY
his ga:-den. The gardener replied that
.. .although this was one of the most beautiful
I believe that a more effective role can seen parties rise and disintigrate. All that has
trees, it was also one of the slowest grow-· be played by the senate here at NISC. The passed has been a game. Remaining is a funing, and would not reach its peak of beauty present senate has failed to meet the needs damental question. Is the senate a vehicle for
for at least a hundred years. The man re- of the majority of the student community. "future politicians of America" to play parplied that if this was the case, then they It has accomplished little or nothing. limentary procedure, or is it a means by
Change for the better rather than con- which students can find a way to, in some
had better plant it this moment.
So it is with government of any type, tinued apathy toward student problems is manner, control their life at this institution?
both large and small. Nothing that is needed. The present senate is an enclosed It is indeed the latter! The games are too
worthwhile can be accomplished over clique unresponsive to, and· not com- -trivial when put against the real problems
night. Nothing that is worth while can be municating with the students. For this and needs of the students. My premise for
done by one select Group of men. It takes
reason I feel the student community can running then, is simply this, as a student conthe whole of the governed to produce a elect a more effective senate by voting for cerned with my position in this school, inthe new faces among the independent can- volvement is the only sincere way for me to
worthwhile governing body.
There have been many allegations and didates rather than in incumbents or the challenge these problems. I cannot make
complaints lodged against the Senate . members of the so called "Progress Party". promises I cannot deliver. I can only say that
Some just, some unjust. But, complaints What is my platform for change and im- I will do my best to represent you, the stualone are not enough, and complaints provement? I believe the student senate dent, if you will extend yourselves to mew ith
heard only in the negative and amongest can be more responsible in acting on behalf your problems. If the ineffective party sysa few friends are worse than nothing. They of the , tudent · community by ·using its tem is distasteful to you and their inefficient
are at best a waste of time and human power to improve the college and senate games disgusting, refrain from voting for
in the following ways:
any party affilliate. If you would like to try
energy.
The senate should appoint qualified something better, vote for me. If you don't
I cannot, no one man can, change the
Senate overnight. Our party can not do people, rather than close friends of senate care don't bother to vote at all.
this either. All I can do, all we can do, is members to councils and committees.
make a positive start. A start that may not
The senate should encourage the adbloom for a few sessions. But a beginning.
SUSAN TAYLOR
ministration and faculty curriculum counIts success will be up to you . If you take cils to enact some long overdue changes
The student consensus on the Senate
an active part in your governing body it
in required courses and curriculum.
is that it is presently a useless, inactive
must work. If you do not, it will not work.
The senate should see to it that the ad- organization: This situation will remain
ministration keep its often made but never um;hanged, unless there is better comThe whole of any thing is no better or· no
worse than its parts, both together arid kept pledge to hold down the , enrollment munication between students and their
to relieve the current states of congestion representatives. If elected, my goal is
alone .

JOSEPH TROIANI
Joe is a second trimester sophomore and a
part-time student at Columbia College in
Chicago. On campus he is a member of
TKE, the PRINT and the Peace Council.
Off campus he is involved with community
work in Uptown and on the Northwest side.
i-le is also.involved in the mini-college.
T_here is a growing concern about the
number of federal, state, and city ;police on
campus. He would like to see an expanded
investigation into this matter.
As far as all school matters are concerned,
there is too much nonsense going around,
and he would like to see an end to it.

BOB WRIGHT
The Student Senate, as it is now, desperately needs new le'adership. If you have ever
gone to a meeting you will notice that it resembles, more than slightly, a three-ring circus. If we elect responsible leadership, and
responsible senators, we can help bring to
the Senate the dignity it deserves. If elected,
I will offer responsible representation for
the students of Northeastern; I will always
be open to ideas and suggestions from the
entire student body.

LARRY ZGODA
I would like to make perfectly clear my
intentions in my candidacy for student
senator to the student body. I claim to
be totally unworthy of the position of student senator. I am completely incapable
and unwilling to fulfill the obligations of
the position. I feel it is of the utmost importance to have students realize what a
farce the student senate is. lf l"ffi electM
I will continue the policy of student
government this school has maintained by
not attending as many meetings as possible,
abstaining from voting, and generally
carrying out the policy of a typical political
student slob.

D'Amigo Joins_
College, University
Business
Dr. Louis D'Amico, Director of
Research and Development at
Northeastern, has recently been named amember of the editorial advisory board of
"College and University
Business," a
McGraw Hill Publication.
Dr . D ' Amico, whose specific
responsibilities in this honored and important position fall in the area of institutional research, will attempt to,". .
.bring a new awareness of the importance
of institutional research to the field, and
to upgrade the working techniques of institutional researchers nationally," said
Dennis W. Binning, editor in chief of
"College and University Business," a
magazine which caters to the top college
administrators throughout the United
States and Canada.
Dr. D'Amico received the M.A. and
Ph.D . degrees from Indiana University. He
has held positions with various
governmental agencies and other colleges
and universities. He was the associate
director of Institutional Research and
associate professor of higher education at
Indiana University prior to joining
Northeastern as Director of Research and
Development. As Director of this office,
Dr. D'Amico has the responsibility for
coordinating · academic research studies,
educational and research grant programs,
and institutional development. His office
also has the responsibility of relating the
objectives of the College with J:equests for
outside funding.
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by Elliot Cohen

As I write my column today, only since this morning has there been any definite
adminstrative action since the takeover of a University of Chicago administration
building. By the time this article comes to print, and you. read it, you will; undoubtedly,
have been exposed to a great deal more. Responses to the question, "How do you
view the disturbances at the University of Chicago?" were made between February
4 to II.
Here's what the people at Northeastern had to say:
I was talking to BARBARA HILL (JR .), who must have just been walking out
of her "Persuasion and Reason" class. Taking the word view literally, she said, "Well,
I haven't been there, so I haven't seen them, so I haven't viewed them." (Next week
Barb will be answering the question, "Is all 'S' really 'P '?"). Thoroughly confused
by Barb's answer, I went straight to Dr. Hugh Moorhead, instructor of "P&R",
for a more logical interpretation of how he viewed the disturbances. The "Logician"
proclaimed , " I am much less bothered by the activities .of those who sat in, but by
those, such as the Minute Men, who came in." He continued, "The reaction of the
right to the situation bothers me a great deal more than the activities of the left.
The demonstration has gone too long and is now, not serving a good purpose ." With some
food for thought, Moorhead concluded with , "If the student demonstrators tend to be
paranoid as Dr. Bettleheim said, then the militants are uneducated or ignorant. If I had
to choose between the two, I would choose the former."
Now for those of you who are completely puzzled by the first set of resp~rnses ,
we have the words of MARK SOKOLOFF (JR) who when asked how he viewed
the disturbances replied, "On T.V. " or JOE SCRODOPI (JR) who elongated, "FAN-T AS--TIC". After three and one-half years of college, all SUE COEN (SR) could say
was "Disgusting" but KEN PROKUSKI (FR) immediately responded with "Anarchy
is fun ."
Thoroughly disgruntled by some of the ·responses I recorded, I approached an intelligent-looking, _fellow student. After receiving his name, LARRY COHEN (SR), I
thought that with a last name wike Cohen, he had to have a great response! Well ,
I was wrong . Evading the entire question, he had the nerve to say, "Why don't you
ask me about Berkley?" Similarly, . BRIAN ANDERSON (JR) answered "What
disturbances?" and ARNIE KOVER (JR) pondered over the question and said, "I
just don't know ." DAN COHEN (SR) added, "I don't have enough to say about it.
I'm just a little disillusioned ." ANDI POWELL (SR) apathetically stated, "I really
couldn't care less about it. " BOBBIE GOMBERG (SO) reiterated , "That's right, I really
don 't know. " DONNA MARCUS (JR) sophisticatedly purported, "Principle-wise I agree ,
method-wise I disagree ." Mrs . ROSA BEEGUN (SR) agreed, saying "I think they
have a right to protest, but I think they're carrying it too far. " FRED ENGLISH
(SO) emphatically disagreed. "It's silly ," says F red. 'The way I figure , a sit-in wo n' t
solve an~tJ;iiny ;md tbe agministration's viewp_Qint is silly."
· FRANK KOLLINS (JR), with toothpick in mouth , answered, "I was in the adminministration building as an observer. I think it unfortunate that a good cause that
they have is backed by a radical group as the S.D.S ... A lot of good kids were there in
the demonstration itself. The condemning of" the good kids is a result of condemning
what people consider the bad element--acid and pot heads. " BETSY FARIS (FR)
daughter of a noted history instructor on our campus, beamed brightly when asked
the question . Excitedly she replied, "Oh, Oh, Oh, brother, you really shouldn't ask
me that!! " Finally, ARMAND (A.B.) BERNSTEIN, a muscular young man with a
gleam in his eye answered, "I view the disturbances as a display of ignorance by
the people participating in them, in that, . They are infringing upon the rights of
in order to get the rights not to be infringed upon , which means , m esse~ce, · People in
glass houses , shouldn ' t throw stones" So interested in his reply,I followed this young man
out side, only to see him drive away in a large truck marked , MATERIAL SERVICE.
Our apologies to MARTY SCHWARTZ, whose first name was printed as Mary
in our first column. We're sure you all remember Marty, who is intent upon " ... doing
independent study in India." Apologies also go out to Judy who is really JODY and
to the Mrs. Cohen who types the term papers for 40c per page. This is not ·the same
Mrs. COHEN who aided my arrival twenty-one years ago.

THE HUM)i N CA.UCUS IS PEOPLE
FROM. ALL STRATAS OF COLLEGE
LIFE AT NISC, INTERESTED IN
CHANGE WHERJ;VER CHANGE IS
NECESSARY. OUR APPROACH TO
CHANGE JS GUIDED BY REASON
AND HUMAN DIGNITY; WE WILL
WORK WITHIN THE EXISTING
POWER STRUCTURE-ITS OFFICES,
COUNCILS , COMMITTEES, DEPARTMENTS , ETC. IN OUR DEALINGS,
WE WILL AS HUMAN BEINGS CON- .
FRONT OTHERS AS · HUMAN BEINGS. WE HAVE BEEN DESCRIBED,
AND LAUGINGLY SO , AS IDEALISTS .
YES, WE ARE IDEALISTS--IDEALISM
IN ACTION.
FOR FUTURE INFORMATION
REGARDING PROGRESS OF THE
HUMAN CAUCUS, PLEASE DIRECT
YOUR ATTENTION TO THIS COLUMN. THIS COLUMN IS THE ONLY
OFFICIAL WRITTEN SOURCE OF INFOR MAT ION ABO UT THE ACTI VI TIES, PROCEEDINGS, AND INTENTIONS OF THE H'UMAN
CAUCUS .
Who said the students at Northeastern
are apathetic ? The students we approach. ed were more than willing to give us their
time and thoughts concerning the petition
· we are circulating. It is refreshing, to say
the least, that the students are only apathetic toward change which seems unreasonable .
As of this writing, more than 1700 of
you, because of your concern for improvements in this college, have endorsed
'-

TEACH ER REPS
FREQUENT PLACEMENT OFFICE
by Lynda Immergluck
Attention future graduates ; N !SC does
have a Placement Office! It is the room one
must pass on the A side of the lunchroom
to reach the stairs to the cheeckroom and
. pool tables in the basement. If you've never
seen it, its the obscure office behind a huge
bulletin board that few people read .
Mrs. Valerie Z. Gallagher is the director
of the Placement Office . She does not, however, run all over the school looking for future grads. In the same respect, future graduates do not have to run all over the country
looking for job opportunities. Representatives throughout the country (with specia l
emphasis on Illinois) come to the Placement

COUNSELORS OFFER VARIED SERVICES
obligations. A counselor cannot eliminate
a problem. No one can do that but the
Whenyou'vegotaproblem, whodoyou student with the problem. What a
turn to? Friends and . instructors can be counselor can do is to work with the stusources of consolation. They can be great dent, seeking together every possible solulisteners and offer you comforting sym- tion. Once the counselor has instilled into
pathy. However, if you find that you need th'e student trust and faith in himself, the
something more, where do you go? What student can make the right decision . He
you need is someone with whom to ex- can now help himself to adjust and deal
change ideas. Wouldn 't it be great to talk with the stiuation.
things over with a compassionate human
In order to more effciently serve the
being who would respect your thoughts students at Northeastern, the Guidance
and help you to objectively view a pro- and Counseling Center has devised a new
blem ? These qualities, according to procedure for seeing counselors . During
Webster's Dictionary, are embodied in each half-day, one counselor will act as
a counselor.
a counselor-at-large , making no apThe counselors here at Northeastern pointments for that period, but seeing any
possess all these qualities and more. If students wlio come up to the Center.
you're plagued by academic, vocational or
Each day will be broken ·into halves,
personal problems, remember that the fro m 9:00 to 12:00 and from 12:00 to
Counseling Service has been instituted to 3 :00 . During each ha lf-day, one counselor
serve the stude nts -- all the students. Each will act as a counselor-at-l arge , making no
of the five counselors is a distinct in- appointments fo r that period , but seein g
div idual with a different out look and a ny students who co me up to the Guidan ce
personal ity. They are ali ke, howeve~, ii1 a nd Counselin g Center. This cou nselor will
their genu ine desire to establish a mean- be available to students who must see a
ingful relationship wi th the person seekin g counselor at o nce; either for a n emergency,
thei r assistance. No student is seen as a or to take care of so me matter that would
fac eless number. The counse lors regard ,.- not take a great deal of time or invol ve
eac h person as unique . Th is· attitude ug specific counse lo r. All othe r coun selois
ena bles t he m to give full a nd confidential will see students on a n a ppointment basis.
a_tt e n tion, without o ut side pressu re or · Appo int ments ma y be made by signing
By Dianne Spiegel

Plan A of the Human Caucus. Your endorsement is a demonstration that · many
of us at Northeastern share an interest in
obtaining reasonable and c o nstructive
alternatives in educational improvement.
Since the purposes of the Human
Caucus have been misinterpreted by individuals and groups, let us make some
clarifications.
WEARE NOT:
I. We are NOT a racist group.
2. We are NOT a white backlash.
3. We are NOT an exclusive organization.
, 4 . We are NOT judge and jury for the
actions of others.
WEARE:
I. We are composed of faculty and
students.
2. We are interested in all constructive
ideas concerning college life.
3'. We are working within the existing
framework.
4. We intend to establish an ongoing
personal communication among Students
Faculty and Administration .
5. WE ARE MAKING PROGRESS.
We do not pretend to have all the
answers. We can present our goals to you ,
and we will have to depend on you the
people, for support and new ideas concerning additional gain. Human Caucus
. meets for this purpose, in open session ,
every Wednesday from 7 to 10 , p.m. in
room A - 121. Let us strive together to
make these dialogues a postive learning experience for all.
Respectfully submitted ,
Executive Council, Human Caucus

your name to a sign-up sheet for a specific
time and day with the counselor of your
choice. The name of the counselor-at-large
will be posted by the sign-up sheets.

Hanrahan Maintains Placement Service
ROBERT P. HANRAHAN, Cook County
Superintendent of Schools, wishes to make
known to all college graduates that his office maintains a teacher placement service . This service extends to all suburban
school districts (146 of them) within Cook
County. There is no charge for this service .
What to do?
First , a college senior contemplating teaching as a career should visit his college placement office and establish his credential file.
We do not repl ace the fu nction of the co llegeplace men t offi ce . They receive ma ny of the
vaca ncies we d o. However, our list is revised
daily when the d istricts call in their needs . .
Second , a seni or should w ri te to .the add ress
gi ven below requestin g a teache r a ppli ca_tion
for m. The a pplicati on should be comp leted
Continued on page I I

Office regularly to interview and recruit
prospective teachers.
Students are urged to obtain information
regarding recruitment schedules. These are
listed on the huge bulletin board pre viously
mentioned. Unfoi:tunately, the PRINT cannot always have the listings published be.cause of the conflicts in schedule and deadline dates. If a person is sincerely interested
in his future, he should seek out the information on his own.
Inside the Placeme nt Office one' finds ,
among various booklets and pamphlets,
maps and information on schools surrounding the Chicago area and various county
data. There is literature on Special Education and, also, a College Placement Annuaf
1969. Looking over the rest pf the materials,
one can find VISTA information and last,
but not least, Certification require ments of
Illinois and other states .
In the few weeks of February alone NISC
has received Representatives from : Hoffman Estates (a suburb of Chicago) ; the State
of Hawaii ; the Chicago Board of Education ; Rochester, NY; Markham, Illinois;
Dade County School Board (Miami~Florida); and, Downers Grove, Illinois. Very few
candidates showed up for the various interviews . In fact, some school systems have sent
two interviewers to our campus to take care
of the "crowd" which th~y hoped would appear.
Future graduates--and that hopefully includes all day students at NISC--don 't delay
visiting the Placement Office and looking
over its bulletin board . If you are graduating
in April , or in the May-June/ August rnmester, it is important to look into your future now ; not two weeks before graduation.
And , if you are graduating in later trimesters but are intere sted in out-of-state summer employment the Placement Office will
aid you in yo ur objective.
. Whatever reason you ha ve, stop a t the
Place ment Offi ce soon . Remembe r, N.ISC
prov ides an office with so meone i'nte rested
in Your Fut u~e--Are You ?

TERMPAPERS TYPED
IBM Electr ic_- - 40¢/page
Call Mrs. Cohen; 338-5242 evenings
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OPINION!!
The Case for YES

. "

established institution and individualism
would all be stamped out.
February 24, 25, and 26 are the days
Mr. Martel insinuated that Marcia
which have been set aside for this spring's Wilson was not patriotic by writing "these
Student Senate elections. In this election, uncalled for, seditious statements .. " I say,
the student is offered a new option, the that although I may not necessarily agree
right to cast a no vote.
with her statements, as Voltaire said,
The Senate appointed members of the "I disagree with what you say, but I will
election .committee, but a no vote was defend to the death your right to say it."
never discussed in the Senate session. I also contend that someone criticizing
Where did this new option suddenly come the established authority does so, not befrom? What does a no vote mean? There cause of hate of that institution but rather
seems to be a very · vague interpretation becuase of love for it. They see a wrong
of what a no vote c.an mean. SOS, who and make an attempt to change it. Lastly,
is strongly backing the no vote, can use in his letter, Mr. Martel spoke of the perth i s open interpretation to justify petuation of democracy--with this I agree,
numerous types of demonstrations next democracy should be perpetuated, but not
trimester. SOS has a habit of building an by Rodney-Martel's restrictions and atissue into a fiasco. I have the feeling that tacks on proper dissent. If democracy is
due to their overwhelming defeat last fall,
truly to be preserved channels of proper
the secret ambition of the SOS is for the
dissent must be kept open and restictions,
abolition of the Senate. If you can't join
such as those proposed by Rodney Martel ,
them, beat them.
The Senate is a useful "institution for must never be put into effect.
student representation. If a student feels
Mark Faitek
he is not adequately represented the answer
is to elect better candidates, not abolition.
The incumbent Senators supporting the no
vote are the same senators who have been
incompetent in their jobs and built up the Editor:
feeling of student dissatisfaction.
SACHS IS A LIAR!!
This election, a student does have good
Unfortunately, the President of our
candidates to choose from. Make it your
business to choose the right ones for a new small, humble college is not only shortsighted (something shared by most of his
and. better student Senate.
contemporaries on other campuses) , but
William Maki
he is also a: liar. Now lying in most people
Progress Party
can be tolerated since they are generally
_powerless to fullfil their distorted perceptions of reality. However, in the highest
Editor:
office of the college, this type of perversion
1
, Mighty a man who sees his work in print. can only 1ead to really messed up conThat man worked mighty hard for that ditions for the institution. Overcrowding
small insert in a magazine but it might take and unfullfilled promises are part of the
something just short of a miracle to get outcome of his misperceived vision .
published in the MUSE. Are the seven Substantiate this you say? You can., if you
ever attempt to deal with him. Since most
published in MUSE 111 miracle workers? students never have that opportunity, I'll
Hardly, they obviously know the right relate some of my experiences in reference
people and even C. Pitcher might admit that to Sachs' letter answering a Print editorial.
fact. I must sound like a frustrated writer
First I wish to state that I backed the
and I have the right t,o be. I submitted some demands of the Black Caucus because of
of my work for the second volume of the nature of this institution, and the racist
MUSE and heard only the silence of re• nature of our society as a whole. Their
jection. It probably wasn't the best but tactics were valid since it was the only
someone could have told me so, then I way that Blacks could get positive results
could have punched him in the mouth. from a racist institution as well as a racist
faculty and administration.
We'll try to follow his letter point by
M. Csakai
point to see where 'he has left the truth
behind. Sachs states that "the same efforts
· to end the demonstrations and replace
Editor:
The following was misprinted and them by dialogues intended to resolve
omitted in the last issue. Please correct it. issues were made in all instances". Not
being involved with the Caucus
Thank You .
demonstrations, I don't know about his
response to them but to the SOS sit-in this
Floor Exercisedid not happen. Sachs' only reply to the
4th pl: Irene Pesce, 5.0 NISC
letter presented to him was a curt, ''I'll
Balance Beamrefer it to the proper committee" in which
! st pl: Fern Loiben, 5.5 NISC
he turned, walked into his own office from
2nd pl: Wheaton
his secretary's, where the group of us had
3rd pl: Davia Baldauf, 5.2 NISC
gathered, ·slamming the door behind
himself. No other administration official
attempted to mediate the dispute. The only
other official response from Sachs' office
Editor:
was when head Pig Officer Flood gave us
··
This is a. reply to Rodney Martel's letter ten minutes· to leave or else!
Next
Sachs
states
that
"SOS.
occupied
to the editor which appeared in the
their sit-in space for a longer period of
February IO, 1969 PRINT.
'
time
than the Black Caucus used in any
First of all I would like to point out
that I · consider myself a progressive , one demonstration". Of course his wording
liberal--not a "dictatorship of the pro- is chosen to disregard seven take-overs of
letariate" radical nor a "red-baiting" reac- classrooms by the Caucus. But last sumtionary. I believe in the value of life and· mer, to remind our .lying President, the
the dealing of all matters with justice and Black Caucus .took over the information
equity. I am not saying whether I agree booth on the main floor from 8:00 A. M.
or disagree with Marcia Wilson's arti- until its demand for a permanent club
cle but I do agree with her right to charter was granted at 12 noon, in which
he announced the settlement. The takeover
say°whatever she did.
If Mr. Martel's idea of the democracy and demonstration partially paralyzed the
he so ineloquently spoke of is to crush working of the college. No police were
anyone that disagrees with his own views· called or used. The SDS sit-in lasted a little
by bombarding him with cries of "commie" over two hours in which cops were all over
and "red". His thoughts on democracy are the campus.
no different from those of any dictator.
further down he states "Campus and
One of the basic principles of true legal penalties are last resort methods used
democracy is the right to disagree and to after other ·mor.e· .logical . methods fail". ·
be an individual. I suspect that if Mr. Again he distorts the facts about the sit~iri,
Martel were given the chance to implement since if this were, the case, surely the police
his form of "democracy," free thought, would have . been ·asked to leave imcriticism in an effort to improve an mediately since no danger was present; and
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surely to be threatened by Pig Flood only bec_o me part of your circle of ·friends. I
one hour after the sit-in started did not would suggest that, as a matteC:of personal
allow Sachs to exhaust all avenues for a safety, you do not confide to this person the
"more logical" settlemenL
darkest secrets concealed in your heart (or
Contrary to Sachs' idea that our motives mind, if you prefer).
were destructive and that previous
This is the beginning of the Age of
dialogue had never been attempted is Aquarius, the time of enlightenment. I hope
another gross misstatement on his part. that this information, provided by people on
The majority of students involved have the inside, has helped you to begin this age a
over the past trimesters attempted through bit more conscious of those foreign to your
accepted channels to change things and situation.
this has' always failed. People involved in
the sit-in had worked with the Senate, with Editor: _
the paper, with mini-college, and many
I have been exposed again . Anyone gethave seen Sachs personally over their years
ting tired of reading about me? The author
in college. True this was the first joint effort, but as individuals we all have tried of "Is the Muse a Student Magazine?" ,
Mr. Arnold Wolman has charged me of
in the past and were frustrated by the adconflicting
interests. It seems i am on the
ministrative bureaucracy.
Student Fees and Allocations Committee
Again Sachs perverts the facts by
quoting an SOS leader about · the real and I am the Art and Managing Editor
reason for the sit-in. His quote, probably of the Muse. My appointment to Fees
and Allocations came through the Activity
true, was made by Pitcher. But Pitcher is
Council.
The Activity Council is made
not SOS and Foco is not SOS speaking.
up of representatives of all the clubs on
This was made perfectly clear to Dr. Hugh
campus. The only way a student can obMoorhead who planned the meeting. SOS
has, as does most politically active groups, tain an appointment to Fees and Allocamany voices and surely Pitcher's only one. tions is via the Activity Council. In order
to belong to the Activity Council, one must
Had Sachs taken the time, if he were concerned _with finding solutions, and not belong to a club. You do see the point?
The next charge is narrowness in the
making the university fit his preconceived
selection
of works printed. Speaking as
notion of it, he would have found at least
Art Editor, everyone in the college is
ten other reasons for the sit-in. But Sachs
is more interested in suppressing mean- welcome to submit. It is sad that not all
people do . After speaking to the literary
ingful change and possibly losing some of
editor,
it seems that the staff rejected Mr.
his power than responding to sincere stuWolman's submissions for the last issue.
dent dissent. Surely revolutionaries do not
go peacefully with pigs and surely if we My condolences Mr. Wolman. Perhaps
Mr. Wolman, you could spend your time
were bent upon destruction and disruption,
on your poetry, instead of writing poorly
his offices would not have been as clean
researched, personal vendettas.
unmolested as they wer~ when we
Abby Rosen
left.
No, Sachs treats the Black community Editor:
differently not because of overt racism but
in the February IO edition of the Print, it
because of fear of an organized militant was noted that, as of late, many students
white group. He fears that the white ma- have become "concerned" with the belajority may disturb his utopia ·concept of bored efforts of the noble fifth estate, Norththe future · of Northeastern and to these eastern chapter. The hope was expressed
ends he'll lie and deceive, even the student tha' t the students. would be gm
· to comp1a·m
body, to fulfill his little dream, ev_en at about the activities of the various campus
our expense, even_at 0 _ur proteSt This ego clubs and organizations, and not just about
mvolv~ment of his with th_e college has the newspaper.
led
him to completely
~~ How Yet , 'dis~•'" • 16
t tne
'
'
G.l
d1stoi:t, pervert, and he ab_o ~t the tru th of only ~nes that should be heard. There must
such mc1dents as the SOS sit-m.
be SOME aspects of this great institution of
higher learning that atttracted you here in
the first place. In between trying to mainEditor:
tain your ·2-s draft status, or looking for a
I think you could do a great deal in new boyfriend, why not tell the powers that
the way of improving communication be why your like about the school? Yes, I
between the administration and the said LIKE. (Look that word up in your
students by letting the administration have Fund and Wagnal's, kiddies.) What proa weekly column in the PRINT. This col- grams and activities would you like to see
umn would include important facts about more often? Tops on my list are more readministrative programs, plans, and in cord hops and dance contests in the audigeneral would give the students
torium, and some really good horror movies
a .knowledge of what's going on at the ad- on Friday afternoons. (You people who
ministrative level. · (A knowledge which
didn't see "The ummy" last Friday really
most students don't have now). The colmissed out.) Sure, they'll always_be plenty
umn might just bring the administration
to
bitch about, but I'd like to see someone
and students a bit closer. With the com-·
munication problem ~ big as it is, I think try and praise something for a change.
Very poistively.
you should at least give it a try.
Sue Taylor
Lee Mishkin
~

Editor:
I would like to inform the students of this
school of some fads which may be pertinent
to both their safety and health.
---STUDENTS-·- ,
Please be informed that;
I. From 2-11-69 through 3-17-69 there
will be a period of severe pressure placed
upon those people who are known to be connected with either the buying or selling of
dope of any ard all known types. This period
of pressure has also been accompanied by an
order which has recently gone into effect.
That order is the "Stop and Frisk" command, which, when issued by a policeman,
will cause a person, either on the street or in
a car, to stop his forward motion so that the
aforementioned officer may frisk the person, saying that _he suspects this. person of
possessing dope. The previous stopping and
frisking may be done without the aid of a
search warrant.
2. Many people that have been walking
around in our school are not really friends of
those people for whom they profess friendship.
Yes my fellow American, I am speaking
about that group of pseudohip strangers
known jokingly to many as, "The Mod
Squad.''

.,
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TEMPLE BETH IS RAEL JUNIORS
ANNUAL CARNIVAL
March 2, I 969 I 2:00 Noon
Branch School, 3939 Howard
(Howard and Crawford, Si\okie) ,

Complete lunch will be served

ADMISSION FREE
Game tickets, prizes, clowns.
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STUDENTS
RESPOND
AT BHS
Wednesday, Jan 29th, the Bugg House
Square Committee sponsored a "Bitch-In".
Held on the north side of the cafeteria
between 3:00 and 5:00 RM, the announced
pITTpose of the "Bitch-In" was to air student complaints and allow the guest panel
to answer questions.
The panel was composed of President
Sachs; Dr. Gangware, chairman of the
Student Fees and Allocations Commi-ttee;
Brian Reich, Student Senate President; arid
Dr. Berlinger, newly elected head of the
faculty Senate.
Topics included the Student Senate election currentlY; scheduled for February 24,
25, 26, graduate level exams, the planned
tuition increase from $60.00 per trimester
to $97.50 (plus $18.50 fees), new buildings,
vending machines, and the composition of
the Student Fees Committee.
Human Caucus members present
asserted their willingness to cooperate with
other organizations and tried to clarify
their position.
The most discussed topic, however,
seemed to be centered around the necessity
for and the role of police on campus.
(Illinois law requires campus police on all
state colleges.)
Members of SDS voiced specific complaints about confiscation of their printed
matter and asserted that they were being
singled out from other organizations on
campus.

The Northeastern PRINT

OVERSEAS JOB
APPLICATIONS DUE
Opportunities for teac hing abroad are
available to U.S. educators through
International Schools Services (as well as
the Departme nt of Defen se, Overseas
Dependent Schools), if they apply now.
One of the chief roles of ISS is to help
overseas schools find American teachers,
supervisors, department heads, guidance
counselors, and Administrators who wish
to go abroad to work for a period of time.
The ISS serves about 125 schools. Contracts are usually for two-year periods.
Those who are interested should write to
International Schools Services, 392 Fifth
Avenue, New York, N.Y . 10018 . Applicants are urged to write as soon as poss_ible since time is needed to process their
papers and to arrange for interviews. ~he
only cost to the applicant is a registration
feeof$10.

Lt. Flood asserted that he had no file,
as such, on SDS.
President Sachs asserted that NISC has
no policy of censorship. )Materials must
be approved by Dean Zimmerman's office
and the organization identified on its
material, however). The gathering closed
with several students' rendition of "The
Star Spangled Banner".
A. Faltum

IVANHOE SETS SPRING SCHEDULE
Continued from page 9.
as fully as possible and returned to the Cook
County office. The applicant should request
that his credentials be sent to us from his
college placement office when they are completed Ibese credentials are p!ace.l!_in t e
applicant's file in our office where our district superintendents' have a chance to examine them. College credentials are never
sent out from our office.
Third, once our office receives the appli'c ation form, the applicant will receive a list
of all vacancies within Cook County (outside Chicago), along with a map and directory of the county giving the location, address
and phone number of each school district.
·The candidate must then contact the superintendent of districts having vacancies, and
establish a ti me to be interviewed. The hiring
process is done by the local district superintendent. Our list is revised daily as vacancies
are reported but it is re-typed the first of each
month. Applicants who submit applications
will receive the current list automatically.
After the first list the applicant can send us a
self-addressed envelope and a new list will be
sent by return mail.
If you wish to talk with the placement director in the County Office, you are welcome to
come to the office of Cook County Superintendent of Schools, Room 408, Chicago Civic Center, Clark & Washington Sts., Chi. cago, Illinois 6060 I . Telephone Area Code
312-321-7606. The Assistant Superintendent in charge of Teacher Placement and
Certification is Roy A. Wehmhoefer.

Send requests for teacher application to:
ROY A. WEHMHOEFER
Asst. Supt. for Certification & Placement
Room 407 , Chicago Civic Center
Clark & Washington Sts.
Chicago, Ill. 6060 I

A heart full of thanks from LSA

The sisters of Lambda Sigma Alpha
would . like to thank the entire school for
the success of their Valentine's Day candy
sale.
The proceeds were gratefuily accepted
by the various charities to which they
went.
· So from the sisters of LSA, thank you,
school, for ~aving a heart.
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HOMECOMING.
FRIDAY!
PEP SONG
And when those Golden Eagles fall in line,
We're gonna win that game another time.
And for those Gold and Brown boys give a
cheer, That will be heard, the world around
by every ear. We're gonna fight, fight, fight
with all our might. We're gonna put that
other team uptight. And with a VICTORY,
a Victory cryforNISC Rah

Once upon a time
There was a real cool team
They won every game
What a groovy scene!
The reason being
The brown and gold
And cheerful people
With a whole lot of soul!

Tvanhoe Theatre producer-director
George Keathle y has announced his
You go to Northeastern
schedule of plays for the Spring-Summer
And you should know
season. The Line-up included five plays,
Those Pom-Pom girls
one of which will be a Chicago stage
Put on quite a show!
premiere.
by R. Jackson-Porn Porn Squad
The productions include: "The Corn ls
Green? "Staircase,""The Little Foxes,"
"Hay Fever," and "the Deputy." Casts for
WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE VOLLEYBALL
the shows will be announced at a later
by Sue Mason
date.
"The Corn Is Green," by Emlyn
Williams, is a sentimental comedy about
Intercollegiate volleyball tryouts were held the week of February 10th in the gymnas- ·
a middle-aged spinster school teacher who ium. The response from N ISC's women students was outstanding. Mrs. Julie De Mano,
becomes emotionally involved with a pro- coach of the women's basketball and volleyball teams , mentioned that there will be three
mising student. The Show will begin voll~yball strings this season. Practice will be held everyday at 2 PM.
previewing March 4th, and open ThursVolleyb~II games will be held in the gymnasium and all students are welcome to Wl;ltch
day, March 6th for six weeks through Sunday, April 13th.
our team compete. Last year's volleyball record was 13 wins and 2 l_osses. ,we can only
Previews will begin April 15th for the hope that this year's team will perform as well as last year's team. This year s schedule 1s
Chicago stage premiere of Charles Dyer's as follows:
"Staircase." The touching story of two agWOMEN'S VARSITY VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE
.,..
ing homosexuals will officially open
Thursday, April 17th and will run through
UICC
Home
5:30
Sunday, May 25th. Walter Kerr, of the March4
March 6
Concordia
Home
5:30
New York Times, called the play "the
Chicago State
Home
5:30
simplest, most honest treatment of March 12
UICC
Away
5:30
homosexuality I've come acros~ in the March 13
March 25
De Paul
Away
6:30
Theatre suprisingly , understanding."
Chicago State
Home
5:30
"The Little Foxes," by Lillian Hellman, April 2
April 8
Northwestern
Away
5:00
has been called a milestone in American
George Williams
Away
All Day
drama. Set in the South, the absorbing April 12
College Tourney
drama focuses on a family in the process
of destroying each other. Previews begin
April 15
De Paul
Home
5:30
May 27th with the official opening Thursday, May 29th for six 'weeks ending July
SECOND STRING VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE
6th:
Noel Coward's "Hay Fever," a hilarious
comedy · dealing with an ultra-bohemian
March4
UICC
Home
5:30
family, will open Thursday, July 10th with
March 6
Concordia
Home
5:30
previews beginning July 8th . Sunday,
March 13
UICC
Away
5:30
August 17th will be the final performance
March 25
De Paul
Away
6:30
of the co111edy.
March 27
Rosary
Home
6:30
"The Deputy," Rolf Hochhuth's conApril 15
De Paul
Home
5:30
.troversial political drama about Pope Pius
XII and World War II, will open ThursAny changes or added games will be announced accordingly.
day, August 21st and play through Sunday,
September 28th. Previews begin on August
N.I .S.C.'s Women's Basketball team fell to Northwestern's women's team for the
19th.
third
loss of the season. (Two previous losses were to Concordia and Trinity Christian '
Curtain times for opening night College.)
performances will be 8 PM . For the
The first quarter began with Linda Larson, our starting forward, firing in three
regularly scheduled performances, CtJrtain
times remain as follows: Tuesdays through baskets. However, this trend did not last. After five minutes of the first quarter Linda
fractured her finger and was out for the rest of the game. Northwestern made their
Fridays-8:30 PM ; Saturdays at 6 PM &
move and at half time they were leading 27-16. Once again in the third quarter we
9:30 PM; Sundays at 7:00 PM; and Wedhad another injury. This time it was Marie Kowalski, who was injured and was taken
nesday matinees at 2:00 P.M .
out of the game. Finally in the fourth quarter our Golden Pidgeons began to rally, This
Tickets for all five plays, priced from
just wasn't enough to stop Northwestern. The final score read Northwestern 60, N !SC
$3.50 to $4.50, are now on sale at the 33.
Ivanhoe Theatre box office, 3000 North
Terry Lang and Pam Olsen led the Golden Pidgeons with _11 and 8 points respectively.
Clark Street. For further information or Northwestern's scoring was led by rMary Ellen_Dinneen who scored 30ofN,orthwestern's
reservations, call ~48-6800.
60 points.
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N U MBER 4-AURORA STOMPED

B/t;L·

The ball game with Aurora was to have been a real test for N ISC's proud Golden
Eagles. They were, and we were up to it 'as Duke Gunter's 3 1 points led the birds ·
to a 119-73 massacre of the Spartans.
N ortheastern played aggressive basketball in both halves, outscoring their opponents
in both of them.
The fi rst frame ended with the Eagles ho lding a 4 7-4 1 lead ," but the rest of the
game left little doubt as to who had the better team. During that second half the Eagles out
fought the Spartans 63-32 to gai n their win . T he loss dropped the visitors to 8- I I on the
year.
C lyde Otil led the A urora attack as he scored 17 in the firs t half. H is second half efforts
EAGLES LOSE TO TEC H . REBOU ND TO W IN FOUR STRA IG HT
were hu rt by fact that he acquired a broken nose in the early moments of the period . Playing wit h the taped nose hampered his shooti ng and as a result he was able to score on ly two
With a o ne point lo ss to Ill inoi s Tech be h ind them , Northea s tern 's Golden Eagles poi nts from the field to up hi s game total to 19 .
started playing .some of the finest basketball an N ISC team has pl ayed in many a moo n
T he Eagles have now won 4 straig ht games and hold a more respecta ble 9-1 1 won-lost
as they reeled off four straight .v ictories and brought their seaso ns record back to mark for their year's efforts.
a respectable 9- 11 mark .
Fo r a while it seemed as though no o ne wa nted to win the T ech game as both
teams gave the ball away a num ber of times . T he' Eagles started out fas t with buckets
by Duke Gunter and Joe Rossie giving them a 4- 1 lead . That ,margin was increased
to 7-2 befo re the Tech aw ks started ro ll ing. W it h the score kno tted at 12 all , Eric
Wilson hit a jum per which sent the Hawks into the lead for the fi rst time in the
co nt es t. From t ha t poi nt o n, the t wo te a m s see -sa wed int o th e le a d a nd ba c k beh ind
again unti l a late spurt gave IIT a 42 -39 lead at the interm issio n.
T he second half was almost a carbon copy of the first with N ISC grabbing the
lead in the early moments and having Tech co me' flying back to tie. T hen, with about
3:30 remaining Tech ran through an Eagle press for six straight po ints and what
seemed to be certain victo ry. No rth eastern had other ideas as Duk e G 11nter hit th ree
shots in a row, and suddenl y the E agles found th emselves in possessio n of the ball
with seven second s left and traili ng by a scan t point. The rest is all history as Duke G unter's shot hit the front portion of the ti m and bou nced awa y to give the lucky T ech crew
their seve nth wi n of the year 68-67 .
G uard Bill Kenner had 24 points to pace the Hawks while G unter fi nished with
2 I, a nd Doy le wit h 18 fo r NI SC.

SPORTS

IT'S FOU R IN A ROW - NUMBE R I - NORTHEAST E RN 106 ALBERT L EA 84
Putti ng o n a show of balanced scori ng as well as some agg ressive pl ay Northeastern
won their firs t ball game in th ree weeks as they drubbed the visiti ng Lancers of Lea
Min n. I 06-84 befo re a packed ho use in th e Northeastern Gym.
Albert Lea was never really in the game as the Eagles ran away and hid from
ine pt Laker team beh ind a 56·- 34 halftime score.
Du ring the second half, Lea was able to show a littl e life, but it was n't near as
muc h as they needed as n.,. Eagle seco nd and third stringers co ntin uetl to pull away fro m
the oppos itio n. C oach Bu tl ·r was a ble to substitute hi s entire bench duri ng the first half
as wel l as the second as the ou tcome was never in question.
Nick Be ndoraiti s and Bill Wilki ns led the Lancers in scoring as they notched 24 and 2 1
. poin ts res pectively. The Eagle attack was led by Joe Rossie, who tied with Duke Gu nter
with 18 points fo r his nights work. Jerry Mikrut added 13 more and T om Coticchio chip•
ped in with 12.
The I 06 points scored by N TSC marked the third time the Eagles have hi t the
century mark thi s seaso n.

N ISC vs. U ICC

NU MBE R 2- EAGLES T RI P C HIKAS
In what had to be o ur best effort of the year, N ortheastern Illinois met and turned
bac k the visitin g C hikas of UICC for thei r second straight win.
T he victory was especi all y sweet as in th e firs t meeting between the two schools,
the C hikas ra n away with the ball game winning 84-52. Aft~r the game coach Gerald
Butl er said that he felt a mo re deliberate type of a ball game would beat the C ircle
and he was right.
N ortheastern was in co mmand fo r much of the game and it was a late C hika rally
that brought the score to the two point spread by which we wo n.
During the· course of the game we led by as much as 12, but each time the Circle
kept fighting . The game was almost lost when Pat Doyle was ejected from the contest
for what was termed " a flagrant technical foul " . What REALLY happened was that
Doyle and Greg Olsen were entangled and they BOTH. did a little shoving in trying
to esca pe. Doyle was caught and Olsen wasn't. At the time, we were up by seven .
That was soon o nl y one as the C hikas took advantage of some mistakes on the part
of the Northeastern team. All was n't lost, however, as Duke Gunter picked up right
where he left off in the fir st half and led the Eagles to win number seven of the
year.
Duke finished with 23 points fo r the night, whil e Phil Sloan grabbed scori ng honors
fo r the Ci rcle with 26.
·
T he ga me ended in a fu ry as the C hikas came dow n court with IO seconds left and dow n
by two. The bu zzer sounded just after they got the shot off and as the saying goes, "the
roof fell in " as a bunch of happy fa ns mobbed their heroes. O h, by the wa y, the fi nal score
was8 1-79.
NUM BE R3- MARYKN OL L DROPPED BY-I
W in number 8 of the year d idn 't come as easil y as many had expected it wo uld .
1
It too k some last second heroics by Pat Doy le to give us the victory.
'
.
Marykno ll College had long been considered to be one of the softer touches o n
the Nort heastern schedule, and a few of the players just may ha_ve been listening
to that talk a little too much .
Northeastern played the worst game of the year in defeating Maryknoll as the score
would show. N ISC <litl win , but by onl y one point, 74-73 .
We started out well enough as it seemed as if we were going to run the Knollers
right out of the gym, but it didn 't last. With NISC leading by ni ne, the Knollers
came right · back and closed the gap to with in three. After going back up by eight,
.... Maryk noll agai~ fo ught back and the Eagles esca ped to the loc ker roo m with a 40-35 lead
at halftime .
.
In the _second half ' it looked as though Maryk noll came to play ball as they took
the lead and then held it un til there was less than 3 mi nutes left in the game. The
Eagles finally took the lead on Duke Gunter's jump shot and a pair of free th rows
put us up· by three wi th nine seoconds left. T he Knollers came right down and scored
at the final buzzer to bring the fi nal score to 74~73. · •
·
Pat Doyle, who had orie of the .. fi nest nights _of the year, hit fo r 23 to lead all
scorers. Gunter grabbed 2 1 as did T im Hull of MaryknoH .
• ·
The win ga ve us a seasons mark of 8-'1 I, while the K nollers dropped to 5'-9.

WHAT'S HAPPENING by RON MIDDLETON
Intramural basketball 'is now. the happening at I :00 p.m. every Tuesday and Thursday.
Twenty-four teams are co mpeting in fo ur separate div isions which co nsist of six teams.
Five inter-division games will be played , allowing the top three teams in each di vision
to enter the pl ayoffs. As it stands now we are in the completion of rou nd Four,
th is week being the final wee k fo r pl ayoff conte ntion .
T he KOLVAS rated by most fa ns as being the num ber o ne ball club , explo it a
well balanced team wi th a good bench . KO L VAS present ly lead the Blue Divi sion wi th
no pro bl em. Over in the Green Di vision we fi nd two team s. the G R UNC HINS and the
D U BO IS RAID E RS scra pping it out toge ther fo r the num ber one spot. T he G R U N C H INS will play the DU BO IS RAI DE RS in ro und five , and th is fa ns, wil l be a game you
cannot mi ss . Both these ballclubs have the potion to play in the fi nals.
The POLISH MA FIA of the Tuesday Red Div isio n have all but run away with
their division. I wo nder what's go ing to happen when the POLI SH MAFI A runs into
some competion. An other divisional battl e fo r fi rst pl ace between the RA YES and
the 96'ers proves to be quite interesti ng. Both teams c laiming that they are better
than th e other. With identical records of three wins and no losses, they have both
been ass ured a spot in the pl ayoffs; may the better team win lhe number o ne spot.
In next week's ed ition I will have some to p notched informati on and prdictions on the ·
outcome of the playoffs. Only time will tell who our 1969 C ha mpions are.

WOMEN'S
ATHLETICS
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